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I can't believe the Christmas holidays are here
already. I think it has been a very good year for
N. C. I . W. C. I know I'm looking forward to next year and
a great Specialty .
This message will be short as we have been working
hard to get into our new home . So , have a very merry
Christmas and a happy New Year and may the coming year
be kind to all of us.
Greg Shaw
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
BOARD MEl:!.l'ING - NOVEMBER 10,1990
1he meeting was called to order at 11:26 A.M. by President Greg Shaw at the El Rancho Tropicana Motel Coffee
Shop in Santa Rosa, California. Present were: Greg &
Marilyn Shaw, Chuck Stockham, Suzanrie Mc.Combs, Robin &
Terry Burchett, John & Belle Hays, Bob & Marsia Weeks,
Angie Pool-Harris, Ken & Karen Corriea, Joan Sanford,
Genevieve Fink, Agnes Tara, Janet & Linda Souza, Lynn
Stuart, Ken & Carol Gabriel.
SECRETARY'S REPORT - Linda Souza advised on letter
received from Lou Auslander, Chairman of the Board of
Directors of the AKC. Letter indicated that Mr.
Auslander was resigning from his position due to
problems between the Board and Delegate body of the
AKC. 1he following applicants were read and approved
to be accepted into the Club: Jackie & Gary Barnett,
Eleanor Fricano, Mike & Dianna McCoy, Erik Sandvik.
Welcome new menbers!
TREASURER'S REPORT - John Hays reported that our
current balance is $6,889.87 with all bills paid. He
noted that he would have to buy more Bugle covers and
that Nutro would be asked to renew their ad at the
same cost as last year.
1990 SPECIALTY - Suzanne Mccombs reported that the
1990 Specialty was a great success and that the
Quality Inn has invited us back for next year..
1991 SPECIALTY - Angie Pool-Harris reported L.~t the
Sonoma State College grounds would not be available to
us for the Se~t6nber 14, 1991 Specialty. It was
decided that we would return to the fairgrounds in
Petaluma. It was requested that catalog ads be placed
all together at the back of the catalog.
OONATION CDMMI1TEE - MEmbers of the Donation Comnittee
discussed their thoughts on our yearly donation and it
was decided to donate $500.00 to Morris Animal Foundation to be applied spccif ically to cancer research in
giant breeds.
NOMINATING CDMf.Vil1TEE - A nominating cOITidttee was
formed by President Shaw to be chairE:..'Ci by Joan Sanford.
1heir riominations must be reported to Se.cretary Souza
by Decernber 31, 1990.
OLD BUSINESS - Joan Sanford is investigating a good
will for dog owners and will have it printed in the
Bugle when finalized.
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BOARDING MEETING 11/10/90 CONTINUED

Ken Corriea will look into the possibility of purchasing more tenting for the Club.
1he next board meeting will be held after the IW
judging at the Santa Clara Valley Kennel Club Show
in San Jose on February 17, 1990.
1he meeting was adjourned at 12:50 P.M.
Respectfull y sutmitted,
Linda Souza - Secretary
...n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n
nnn
_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,

_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,

_,_,_,_,_,_,_,~

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

A report by Linda Souza for the RESPONSIBLE IX)G OWNERS
OF SAN MATED COUNTI:
1he first hearing of San Mateo County's proposed
ordinance to ban all dog and cat breeding in San Mateo
County was held on November 13, 1990. It quickly
became obvious that the Members of the Board of Supervisors had been successfull y lobbied prior to the
meeting and this first public hearing was perfunctory .
Many long time purebred dog fanciers, breeders and
judges stood up to oppose. Alan Stern also came West
from the AKC and made a very intelligent speech against
this ordinance. Our group did out nunber the opposition and when it was all said and done we had one of
the five Supervisors voting against the proposal and
one moderating it. 1hree supervisors voted for the
ordinance. In order for the ordinance to pass it
must have a second public hearing which will be held
on Tuesday, December 11th at 6:00 P.M. at the Hall of
Justice & Records, 401 Marshall, Redwood City, CA
(Call (415) 363-4566 if you need directions) WE URGE
ANYONE WHO CAN ATIEND THIS MEETING 'ID PI.EASE 00 SO.
We already know that Marin and Santa Clara counties
are interested in passing this same kind of ordinance.
1hree attorneys have stepped forward from among the
dog ranks and their consensus has been this proposed
ordinance has serious civil rights implication s. If
this ordinance passes, they will be prepared to file
an injunction and pursue this matter through the
courts. An up-date will be sent to you after the
December 11th meeting.

•
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BONANZA K.C.
Judge:

Charles Trotter

September 29, 1990
4/11/2-1

BOB: CH GRIANAN I.ADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH KEI.LCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEE!' - Burchett/SpaldingPrill
BOW, WD: · sUNSTAG GABRIEL O'LEHAN - Lyons/Hirsch
BAILEBRAE BRIGHID AT EMERALD - Tyler/Grotano
WB:
***FINISHED CHAMPIONSHIP***
RWB: CASTLEMAINE Is PANDEMONIUM - Shaw
RWD: KNIGH'IWIND' S CLANCY O' TOOLE - Harris

RENO K.C.

Judge:

Ed Kauffman, Jr.

September 30, 1990
4/10/2-2

BOB: CH GRIANAN I.ADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS; CH KELLCAS'I'LE'S SUMPIN' SWEE!' - Burchett/Spaldi.nqBOW' WD: KNIGHIWIND I s DELIGHTFUL DUDE - Stockham - Prill
LOCHBAY SUNSTAG ELI.EKE - Hirsch/Tucker-VanDenberg
WB:
RWB: KNIGH'IWIND'S EMERALD MIST - Stockham
RWD: SUNSTAG GABRIEL O'LEHAN - Lyons/Hirsch

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY K.C.
Judge:

Dr. Bernard Ziessow

October 6, 1990
4/6/2-2

BOB: CH GRIANAN I.ADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH KEI.LCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEE!' - Burchett
BOW /WB: SCORPIO 1 S MINERVA RYAN 0' POOL - Pool -Harri R
WD: STARKEEPER ERIC OF MAJOR ACRES - Gabriel/Major
RWD: TIA I s BALLYKEI.LY OF SWORDS - Winsky/Dorotik
RWB: CASTLEMAINE' S PANDEMONIUM - Shaw

DONNER TRAIL K.C.
Judge:

Mrs. Loraine Boutwell

October 7, 1990
6/6/1-2

BOB: · CH RUSSELL' S CASTLEMAirf CYBIL - Russell
***GROUP 2***
BOS: CH GRIANAN I.ADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOW, WD: STARKEEPER ERIC OF MAJOR ACRES - Gabriel/Major~
SCORPIO'S MINERVA RYAN O' POOL - Pool -Harris
WB:
CASTLEMAINE' S PANDEMONIUM - Shaw
RWB:
RWD: SEACHTAIN' S CHAUNCEY OF K - Weeks

CHICO r:xx; FANCIERS
Judge: Joseph Gregory

October 12, 1990
2/8/1-1

BOB: CH GRIANAN IADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOS: CH BAILEBRAE BRIGHID AT EMERAld - Tyler/Grotano
BCM, WD: STARKEEPER'S ERIC OF MAJOR ACRES - Gabriel/Major
WB:
KNIGH'IWIND'S EMERALD MIST - Stockham
RWB: SCORPIO'S MINERVA RYAN O'POOL - Pool-Harris
RWD: MAJOR ACRES MICK MCGUIRE - Trifeletti/Gabriel
TWO CITIES K.C.

October 13, 1990

Judge:

3/8/1-2

Helen Miller Fisher

BOB:
BOS:

CH GRIANAN IADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
CH KEI.LCASI'LE'S SUMPIN' SWEET - Burchett/SpaldingPrill
BCM, STARKEEPER ERIC OF MAJOR ACRES - Gabriel/Major
/WD:
WB: KNIGH'IWIND'S EMERALD MIST - Stockham
RWB: MAJOR ACRES PATSY FAGAN - Trifiletti/Gabriel
RWD: SUNSTAG GABRIEL O'LEHAN - Lyons/Hirsch
SACRAMENTO K.C.
Judge: Mrs. Diane Anderson
BOB:

October 14, 1990
4/7/1-1

CH KEI.LCASTLE'S SUMPIN' SWEET - Burchett/Spalding~rill

BOS: CH GRIANAN IADD OF LIMERICK - Souza
BOW, WB: DESTINY DESIRE O' DYI.AN - McCombs
WD:
KNIGH'IWIND'S REIT CARRIGAN - cates
RWD: SUNSTAG GABRIEL O'LEHAN - Lyons/Hirsch
RWB: PHAERERIN'S ENCHANTING EVE - Fitzpatrick
DEL VALIE r:xx; CLUB OF LIVERMORE

October 21, 1990

Judge:

5/8/0-2

Miss carol Willumsen

BOB: BAILEBRAE BRIGHID AT EMERALD - Tyler/Grotano
BOS, WD: BAILEBRAE THE MASTER MUROUGH - Stuart
BCM, WB: STARKEEPER'S EMERALD RAE - Souza
RWB: PHAERERIN'S ENCHANTING EVE - Fitzpatrick
RWD: PHAERERIN'S ADORABLE ADAM - Fitzpatrick

1
November 3, 1990
SAN GABRIEL VAILEY KENNEL CLUB
(12) 4/6/2-0
Judge: Robert Ward
Ch Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
**GROUP 4 - Judge: Stephen Hubbell**
BOS, WB: Surrmerfield T'Lady Hawke - Stratford
BOW, WD: Kaelyn's Black Sage - Smith
RWD: Karn' s Kaybrook Arn of Eagle - Tague/Lister/E'Wing
RWB: Pern Proserpina - Cromer

BOB:

November 10, 1990
(18) 6/9/2-1

WINE COUNTRY KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Betsy Prior

BOB: Ch Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
BOS: Ch Kellcastle's Sumpin' Sweet - Burchett
BOW, WB: Scorpio's Minerva Ryan O'Pool - Pool-Harris
Seachtain's Chauncey of K - Weeks
WD:
RWD: Faolan O'cagney of Tara Hts - Tara-Curtis
RWB: Castlema.ine' s Panderronium - Shaw
November 11, 1990
MENSONA KENNEL CLUB, INC.
Judge: Dr. Jacklyn Hungerland (22) 9/10/2-1
BOB: Ch Major Acres King Thcrnond - Hite/Major
BOS: Ch Kellcastle's St.unpin' Sweet - Burchett
BOW, WB: Phaererin' s Enchanting Eve - Fitzpatrick
Destiny Leigh o' Ladd - Mccombs
WD:
RWD: Bailebrae The Master Murough - Stuart
RWB: Destiny Desire O'Dylan - Mccombs
YOSEMITE KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Pete Dawkins - Breed
BOB:
BOS:
BOW,
WB:
RWB:
RWD:

&

November 23, 1990
Group (12) 5/4/2-1

Ch Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
**GROUP 3**
Ch Carroy Molly O'Magnum - Cowen
WD: Knightwind' s Rett carrigan - cate
carroy Bridie 0 I Brogan - Cowen
Fleetwind carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
Kaelyn' s Black Sage - Srnith

I

November 24, 1990
(16) 3-9-(2-2)

GOLDEN VAI.LEY KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs. Keke Kahn

Ch Carroy Molly O'Magnum - Cowen
Ch Griana.n Ladd of Limerick - Souza
Ba\', WB: Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
Knightwind's Rett Carrigan - Cate
WD:
RWD: Bailebrae The Master Murough - Stuart
RWB: Scorpio's Minerva Ryan O'Pool - Pool-Harris

BOB:
BOS:

November 25, 1990
(21) 6-12-(1-2)

SAN JOAQUIN KENNEL CLUB
Judge: F.dward Gilbert, Jr.

Ch Russell's Castlemaine Cybil - Russell
Ch Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
Ba\', WB: Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
**FINISHED CTIAMPIONSHIP**
Phaererin's Adorable Adam - Fitzpatrick
WD:
RWD: Knightwind's Rett Carrigan - Cate
RWB: Russell's Castlemaine Kohl - Russell
BOB:
BOS:

December 2, 1990
(15) 4-8-(1-2)

SAN MATEO KENNEL CLUB
Judge: Mrs. Eileen Pimlott
BOB:
BOS:
Ba\',

WB:
RWB:
RWD:

Ch Grianan Ladd of Limerick - Souza
**GROUP 1 - Judge: Lou Harris**
Fleetwind Carroy Vanessa - Rosebrock
WD: Knightwind 1 s Rett Carrigan - Cate
Enchanting Eve - Fitzpatrick
Pha~Erin's
,,...
CTIAMPIONSHIP**
**FINISHED
Scorpios Minerva Ryan O'Pool - Pool-Harris
Faolan O'Cagney of Tara Hts - Tara-CUrtis
*

*

More On Pet-breeding Ordinance

*

*
or

*

Back To The Drawing Board

Reverting to Linda's report on page 4, (which unfortunately could
not make the Hounds' Bugle printing schedule prior to the 12/11
Supervisors' meeting) a recent newspaper article mentions a proposal
that breeding be permitted on payment of a fee which, however, 11 needs
to be substantial, in the hundreds of dollars • • • • enough to make
people think. 11 The amount is to be set by a panel 11 assembled to
recommend rules for the breeding permit. 11 The move for institution of
a permit system was attributed to 11 more than 100 angry breeders [who]
jammed a Board of Supervisors hearing on the proposed ban Nov. 13. 11

'
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You can tell it's going to be a rotten day
when.
You wake up face down on the pavement.
You call Suicide Prevention and they put you on 'hold'.
you see a 1160 Minutes" news team waiting in your office.
Your birthday cake collapses from the weight of the candles.
You turn on the news and they're showing emergency routes
out of the city.
Your twin sister forgot your birthday.
Your car horn starts blowing accidentally and is stuck, and
you're driving behind a group of Hell's Angels.
Your boss tells you r.ot to bother to take off your hat.
The bird watching you outside your window is a buzzard.
You wake up and your braces are locked together
Your answering service tells you it's none of your business.
Your blind date turns out to be your ex- wife.
Your income tax refund check bounces.
You put both contact lenses in the same eye.
Your wife says "Good morning, Bill" and your name is George.
Your pet rock snaps at you.
Author unknown ••• but troubled.
- Miniature Horse World
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The Great Rawhide/Biscuit Chew-off
From the Cornell Univ. Animal Health Newsletter
It must have seemed a little foretaste of dog heaven - the 67
breeding Beagles, already retired, were offered, in addition to their
regular rations, either rawhide chews or cereal biscuits three times a
day for three weeks. All this plus the satisfaction of participating
in a valuable scientific experiment at Harvard Medical School. The
object of the study was to see what effect rawhide chews and biscuits
had on the removal of dental calculi, the hard deposits formed on
teeth by the growth and death of bacteria, other substances in the
mouth, and the deposition of calcium carbonate derived from food and
water.
The Beagles cooperated beautifully and by the end of the study had
removed calculus from their teeth by chewing rawhide and biscuits. The
rawhide proved to be significantly more effective at this job than the
biscuits, but this finding had to be weighed against the issue of
canine preference. At first, some dogs did not find rawhide acceptable
but acceptability increased with exposure. Few dogs ever turned down a
biscuit, however.
The Harvard study also offers evidence on another issue of concern
to dog owners. Are rawhide chews safe? Indeed they are, for there was
not a single detectable complication found from chewing and consuming
rawhide, even in dogs who went the whole route of three times daily
for three full weeks.
The study did not solve the question of how many chews or biscuits
over how long a period constitute the best calculus removal regimen.
Nevertheless, after three weeks, there was effective removal when
rawhide was chewed three times daily. Dogs were given one piece of
small- to medium--sized rawhide at 9 AM, 1 PM and 4 PM. Biscuits of
medium-dog size were offered on the same schedule. However, the
commercial dog food ration fed to the biscuit-eating dogs was adjusted
downward to reduce their caloric intake and prevent excess weight
gain.

*
*
Furthermore
Wal fhound owners can not be warned too often td never allow their
dogs to have any Nylabones. The strong jaws of a Wolfhound easily
shear off glass-hard, needle-sharp shards which, when swallowed,
puncture and block the intestinal tract, and cause a painful death.

- Ed.

•
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Holiday warnings
A reminder: Poinsettias and American mistletoe are toxic, as are
chocolate and licorice. No munching on these holiday appurtenances,
and keep the treats to a minimum.
The University of Illinois College of Veterinary Medicine has this to
say about the Holiday Turkey: "Most people have heard that turkey
bones are dangerous to pets because they will splinter and the
splinters can puncture the stomach or intestinal tract, but what they
probably don't realize is that the fatty skin from the turkey can
cause problems equally as severe. Fatty foods not only can cause the
usual digestive system upsets, but they can also trigger a pancreas
inflammation. Symptoms of this condition include pain in the abdomen,
diarrhea, vomiting, depression and in severe instances can be fatal.
It is most likely to occur in middle-aged, inactive, overweight dogs."

•

So, no holiday treats except perhaps a rawhide chew or a dog biscuit.

~~~~~J!Je[~£
PARIAN CHINA

19. Round Tower Vase.
The Celtic Round Towers, first built
in the 9th century to protect the Irish
monasteries from the marauding
Vikings, are now treasured symbols
that convey Irish identity. For well
over a century the tower along with
the Irish harp and the Irish
wolfhound have been used in the
exclusive registered trademark of
Belleek. 81/z'' high.
$262 .00

•
•
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EYE

BY GARY KAMIYA & MICHAEL O'LoucHLIN

OF A Boot<
Most of the self-help law
books published by Berkeley's
Nolo Press are concerned with
such quotidian legal issues as divorce, incorporation and patents, but in 1988 they unleashed their creativity in a new
direction: canine law. Dog Law
Nolo's M~ Randolph, e~~
mes such issues as religious
challenges to pooper-scooper
laws, what you can leave to your
dog in your will and suing vets
for malpractice. It's a smart, funny book (not to be confused with
horrific titles like When Good
Dogs Do Bad Things), and after
it came out a publisher of petstore books by the name ofTFH
Publications inquired about
marketing the book as a hardback in pet stores. Nolo was interested, but when TFH insisted
that Randolph soften her negative account of pet stores, the
deal fell through. Then, a year
later she discovered something
called Dogs and the Law at
Cody's Books- a book that bore
a strange resemblance to her
own. "It was a condensation of
my book - it reminded me of
those reports you take out of the
encyclopedia in grade school,"
Randolph said. And guess who
published it? Those clever folks
at TFH. Nolo sent a cease-anddesist letter to TFH, but never
heard back. Instead, TFH, with
almost chihuahua-like chutzpah, went to federal court in New

A DOG

?Y

Jersey asking for a declaratory
judgment that they weren't infringing on Nolo's copyright. The
unamused judge kicked them
across the courtyard. In addition, TFH decided to piggyback
their dubious manuscript,
putting out a book called Cats
and the Law that was virtually
identical to Dogs and the Lawthe word "dog" simply being replaced by the word "cat" in most
instances. (This led to such
ridiculous results as a discussion
of "vicious cat laws" and advice
on "strapping your cat into a
ear.") The upshot? Nolo sued for
copyright infringement, and
TFH has finally been brought to
heel. "We deny copyright infringement," says their lawyer,
but TFH had to stop printing the
books and are about to settle out
of court. The moral of the st.ory?
Let sleeping dog books lie, especially when they're written by
lawyers.

* I M A G E * Sunday, December 2, 1990

Jane Wandruff has sent in the incredible story of Mugsy, a 4 year
old Jack Russell terrier from Severna Park, Maryland. Mugsy was
hit by a car at 3 one afternoon and was immediately picked up by
the owner's baby sitter, Glenn Maloney. "I picked Mugsy up, but he
died in my arms. I know a dead dog when I see one. He was not
breathing; he had no heartbeat."
So, Glenn dug a hole about three feet deep and buried Mugsy, and
the children sadly said a prayer at the grave later in the day.
The next morning around 5:30, 14 hours after Mugsy's burial, a
scratching at the door revealed a very much alive Mugsy, covered
with dirt, eyes bloodshot, and a tail wagging at 90 mph. His owner
attributes his survival to his breeding. "Jack Russells are bred
to burrow after foxes. I guess when he woke up in that hole he thought
it was just another old hole and he dug his way out, not knowing
i t was supposed to be his grave."
Mugsy is still chasing squirrels and digging for moles.

..
I
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Reading The Dog's Expressions
(This account comes from Nancy Gill, former editor of the Potomac
Valley IW Club newsletter, Faol Cu, and founder of Friends Of The IW ••
AEO. Those who have had occasion to witness an IW interacting with a
human baby will surely recognize one or more of these dogs.)
"We had a baby at our house the other day. Our son John came over to
help with the lawn and since he was babysitting Cathy, who is almost
six months old, she came along with her dad. We set up the portacrib in
the living room so that she could be part of the action. When the dogs
came in they gave her a warm welcome.
"After a while, the IWs were all asleep scattered in various parts
of the living room, when the baby got fussy and started to cry. The
reaction of the individual dogs was interesting.
"Everybody's head came up when the baby started to cry. NORA, age
seven and a half, the resident family matriarch assessed the situation
and her expression clearly stated 'Oh I remember these critters. They
make lots of noise for no reason. I've already done the motherhood bit
with my bunch. Let HER mother take care of her.'
"TAfVfllY, the youngest female in the house, checked out the situation
then closed her eyes as if hoping both the baby and the noise would go
away by the time she opened her eyes again. After all, she is too
little to run and play with me - what good is she?
"BRIAN, our elder statesman, avoided any problems. He just sighed
and got up and left the room. After all, this is his third family grand
child. Angela, the oldest at eleven was a civilized three and a half
when she first met him and SHE knew how to share cookies.
"SEAN, on the other hand, was beside himself. Every time the baby
cried, he whimpered. The louder she got, the louder he got. He would
run to me then run back to the baby over and over and wore himself out.
"We moved the crib to my bedroom and closed the door so she could
nap in peace. Then PADDY and Sean settled down in front of the bedroom
door. Paddy, who was almost as frantic as Sean when the baby was
crying, as usual found a different approach to the situation ••• he ate
her toys. Her favorite stuffed animal was down to one arm before I
retrieved and repaired it. Paddy and I have one thing in common. When
we get upset ••• we eat.
"After her nap, now fed, bottled and burped, Cathy was a delight.
She was received back into the fold, checked out, licked and nuzzled.
She is used to dogs and she loved it. "
P. S. "I have to tell you about her bib. Your ordinary white terry cloth
with green pi ping around the edge and BIB printed in large green
letters. Just in case we weren ' t aware what BIB stood for , it was
printed in smaller green letters - BEAUTIFUL IRISH BABY - as if we
didn't know!! 11
- Nancy

16
"For me the fields of Paradise would be very lonesome and empty places
if I found myself there without a ••• dog or two at my heels."
- Snaffles - C.J. Payne

The Hounds 1 Bugle is published 6 times a year. Articles submitted
for publication are welcome and solicited; the editor reserves the
right to edit or refuse. Those printed are the opinions of the
authors and don 't necessarily reflect the views of the editor or the
club. Deadline for material is the 5th of the month of publication.
Permission to reprint is granted to other IW clubs only if credit
is given to Northern California IW Club Hounds' Bugle.
Subscriptions are $7 . 50 a year or free with club membership.
Advertising rates are: full page with photo - $20.00
full page w/o photo - $15.00
half page w/o photo - $ 8.00
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